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CORRIGENDUM 
Towara,~ a Theory of Ln.eal and Global in Computation, Harold Abelson, 
Theoretical Computer Science 6(1978) 41-67. 
There is a minor error in the statement of Theorem 3.1.1 concerning the "rank of 
the module A(X, f)  over Dil l(X)." Technically, this does not make sense, because 
Diff(X) is not an integral domain (the product of two non-zero functions can be 
identically zero), and hence taodules over Diff(X) do not have a well-defined rank. 
The correct statement of the theorem is as follows: 
For any f: R" ~ R and any particular values Xo for the variables X, let (Ofj'~xi) 
(Xo) denote the function of Y obtained by evaluating Of/Oxi at (Xo, Y). k~t A(Pt'o, [) 
denote the vector space over R generated by the functions (Of~axe) 
(Xo), . . . .  (aflax )(Xo). 
Thee~m 3.1.1. (Decomposition Theorem.) I f  f: U c R '~ x R "-a -~ R is a differenti- 
able 7unction which can be represented as 
f(X, Y )= g( f l (X ) , . ,  o, f i (X ) ,  Y )  
where g: R '+("-') ~ R ~..'~d [i: R ~' -> R, i = 1 . . . . .  r are differentiable, then, ]'t,r every 
Xo, A(.-Yo, f) has dimension ai most r throughout l.L Conversely, if f is continr:v,~iy 
differentiable, and A(Xo, .f) has dimension at most r for every X,~;, tl,~n there is a,z open 
subset V c U on which f can be so represented. 
The statement of Corollary 3.1.2 should be modified ana!o~ously. The proof of 
the theoreri  is essentially unchanged and the cc, nsequences deriw.~d from tl-.e 
theorem :emain valid. Notice that if we restrict g and the f~ to be polynomials, then 
we are working over an integral domain and the theorem would be correct as 
origina'Lly stated. 
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